
Investigate the Sakilla Movie Database
SQL and data visualization project



What movie runtimes are popular?
Movies that are 1 
to 3 hours are 
rented at about 
87%  that is 
roughly 9 out of 
10 rental orders. 

While the lowest 
rentals have 
runtime length of 
more than 3 
hours at about 
3%.



What movie categories are popular on each day of the week?
Part 1



What movie categories are popular on each day of the week?
Part 2

Sun and Mon are for Sci-fi fans. Tue, Wed and Thu young and 
young-alikes gets their Animation fix.  While Sports are best enjoy to kick 
off the weekends with popular rental days on Thu, Fri and Saturdays.



How each store compares based on film category rentals?

Store one and store two are very similar in terms of rental percentages in 
movie ratings with PG, NC-17 and G. Movies that are R rated have .91 point 
difference while PG-13 have a 1.55 point difference between two stores.



What are the top 10 Countries based on spend?

India leads the total spending with a little over $6000. Followed by 
China at about $5000 and the U.S. at about $3600.



How many customers are in each of top 10 countries?

India and China have largest share of the rental market at 60 and 53 
respectively. Followed by U.S. at 36, Japan  at 31 and Mexico at 30.  



What countries spend the most on average?

While India, China and U.S. has spent the most in total. Russia at $4.33, 
Brazil at $4.29 and Turkey ast $4.27 has higher average spend per orders. 



Countries with above average spend 
and 

lowest average spend

● Russia, Brazil, Turkey, India and US have above average spend per order. 
● China has the lowest average spend order.



Top 10 Countries Observations 

2. But when it comes to average spending,  
this isn’t always the case. 

3. While India has the most customers , it 
ranks 4th along with U.S. in average 
spending. Russia, Brazil and Turkey are 
the top three when it comes to average 
spend.

4. On the other hand, China which has the 
2nd most customer base, ranks the lowest 
in terms of average spend. 

1. When ranked, countries that have 
the  largest customer base equates 
to highest total spend. 



Conclusion

● Movies that are 1-3 hours are rented about 87% of the time. 
● Sports, Sci-fi, Animation, Action and Drama are the most popular categories.
● Store one and Store two are very identical in terms of movie rented out based 

on film ratings.
● Russia has the largest average spend despite having only 28 customers or 

nearly half of India’s customers at 30.
● China spends the lowest in average per order.


